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MAME,...1ATICS AND SEX

.3ur title might well evoke a smile. To a rational minded person it

would be hard to imagine two subjects which are less related. Yet it is

one of,those irrational features of our cultural and social structure

that a person's sex is. and has been, very relevant to that individual's

opportunities in the world of mathematics.

Some fifty years ago, one of the great mathematicians of all time,

Nvether (18342-1)L ), encountered opposition to her admission to the

faculty at the University of Gottingen solely because of her sex. The

diztinguished mathemutician David Hilbert, a professor at GOttingen, was

incredulous: "Meine Herren. do not see that the sex of the candidate

is an Argument against her admission as a Privatdozent. After all, the

Zenato is not a bathhoLse." Emmy Noether was not admitted (at that time)

t tne all male facult; at ,latingen, although sne delivered many series

of adrAnced lectures on her work. which had to be announced under the

name of Hilbert (cf. pp. 142-143 of )18)).

At the time this study was initiated (Fall 1973) the mathematics

faculty at the University of California at Santa Barbara consisted of 32

members (all male) while the secretarial staff consisted of 6 members

(all female). These curious figures served as our initial stimulus,

causing us to wonder at.out the forces which could bring about such gross

sex differences. 'While few could claim to be totally dispassionate in

such matters. we began by trying to put aside our preconceptions and

prejudices and to impartially examine these sex differences in mathe-

matics as the curious phenomenon that it truly is. We hope the reader

will attempt to do the same in reading this report, which is a compila-

tion of the major findings .4' a freshmen (oops--freshpeople) seminar on

women in mathematics, which met in the Fall quarter of 1973, and ran

over into the Winter Tuarter of 1971., under the auspices of the Mathe-

matics Department of the University of California at Santa Barbara.
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ur first impulse was to oonoentrate, on the question of discrimi-

nation in employment. Indeed thi, is the, main emphasis the Depart-

ment of Health, Educitioh aid Wolf ire end hence also the main emphasis

of most affirmative action program: on college campuses. While not

denying the existence of such a problem, we have since come to believe

th :.t complete non - discrimination IL mathematical hiring will have only

a minor affect on the percentage of women in the profession. We feel

,Treater emphasis is needed or. affirmative action at the academic level,

unblock the beginning end of the ripe-line. As Violet Iaraey

ha: pointed out. daring the past four decades women earned only 4 of

the total Ph.D.'s in mathematics. A rough computation indicates that in

19-0 "there was available onl one female with Ph.D. in mathematics

for every two degree-granting institutions in the United .tales."

From this point of view the fact that, in the fall of 1943 the UCOB

mathematics faculty consisted of thirty-two men is not quite so startling.

Indeed consider a weighted coin for which the probability of getting a

head is .0" (the relative frequency of women Ph.D.'s). If one flips this

sin thirty-two times. the probability of obtaining all tails is about

one chance in ten. Considering that a woman professor had recently died

and that now (Fall 197L) there are two women un the faculty. we can see

that the employment pattern is not particularly unusual, given the very

law percentage of women Ph.D.'s. Furthermore the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education (p. 39 of r31) has indicated that this percentage (of

women in mathematics) has been steadily decreasing, with only a

slight upswing in recent years. (In the period 1920-,.!4, 204 of the

mathematics Ph.D.'s were earned by women.)

Thus the extreme sex differences in employment of women mathemati-

cians can be traced rather directly to the enormous sex differences in

mathematical training. We have therefore elected to concentrate our

attention on sex differences in mathematical education, beginning at a

very early age (second grade) and following through to the research

mathematician. We have also been concerned '('see section 3 below) with

the affect of these sex differences in mathematical training on the
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.rticipation of win in c ZA, other scientific and technological fields

ropiring same degrc- of mathematical zophiatication. Our studies con-

firm the hipothesih of the sociologist Lucy .;ells (d0; that mathematics

a "critical filter" tending to eliminate women from many fields, from

,temiztry. physics and engineering. to architecture and medicine. This

cunclusion lends greater import and urgency to this study, and to the

need for effective chahgcs in the mathematical training and counseling

of women.

the first section of this report deals primarily with student atti-

tudes from the :axon' gride through high school. uur second section

examine:, the attitude: of teachers. our third section examines sex dif-

ferences in the extent of mathematical training in the high schools.

1:-.?re we identify the inadequate mathematics training for women (as com-

pared to that for mepl as a major culprit in closing off scientific and

'.echnological oppurtkahities for women. In section 4 we go on to examine

the situation at the aniverzity level, both undergraduate and graduate.

upro our result:, are somewhat special, describing the situation only for

the UCSB campus, and then for a rather limited time period. Nevertheless

we feel these results are likely to be indicative of sex differences to

to foundin the mathematics programs of most universities. In section 5

we return for A closer look -it the mathematics profession. We conclude,

in section 6, with some observations and recommendations.

te,
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1. STUDENT ATTITUDES IN ELEAEXABI AND SECONDAhY SCH0, I

To obtain some data on this subject. we constructed a simple ques-

tionnaire consisting of three questions. The first questioli has de-

signed to determine which subject., students liked best (and least) and

to discover whether there were statistically significant sex differences

in these preference patterns. (Here we obtained one of our most unex-

pected results.) The second question attempted to uncover possible

sexist attitudes in the famil:, by finding out whether the person (mother

or father) who helped with the homework varied from subject to subject.

Here we obtained a rather striking. albeit not unexpected. result. our

third question examined peer group attitudes (who dues better-boys or

girls:-in various subjects). In the case of all three question:, we

obtained statistically significant results (significance level .445).

We had a total sample of 13,:1+ questionnairs. distributed near the

end of 1973. among grades through 1...:. Most of the sample came from

..,?llools in Southern alifornia, although one portion of the sample came

from the East (-oast. (The geographical differences were not signifi-

cant.) We had more than 100 questionnaires for each grade except the

fifth. where we had 81.

In the first question we asked the students to rank the four sub-

jects. mathematics, English. science and social studies (mathematics

was replaced by arithmetic and English by reading, in the lower grades)

on the basis of which they liked the most to the one which they liked

the least. There were statistically significant sex differences in the

three subjects, English. science and social studies (very striking in

the case of English and science, but in all three cases the significance

level was less than .01). As one might expect, the boys tended to pre-

fer science and the girls English. science got a somewhat better

rating from the boys than the girls. 'hat we found totally unexpected-

contradicting our preconception: then designing this question-is that

in terms of liking the s.,bject, mathematics was the only subject which
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exhitited nu sex differences. In fact the preference patterns in mathe-

matics were almost identical for boys and girls, in marked contrast to

the three other subjects. (Fur the statistics buff we mention that we

cclputed the x
2
- statistic fur the data contingency table associated

with the following table. Assuming no sex differences, the probability

of obtaining a x2 - statistic that small (or smaller) is .09. indicating

that the preference patterns in mathematics of men and women are remark-
.

ably similar.)

Preference Pattern for Mathematics

Rating for Mathematics Boys Girls

Liked best 301 29%

Liked 2nd best 23% 24%

Liked 3rd best 19% 18%

Liked least 27% 29%

This pattern of no sex difference in mathematics preference pretty

much 1,eld up through the grades, although for both boys and girls its

la.ealarity went down in the high school years. We found this result to

be rather surprising and it would be most useful to have additional ex-

perimentation to confirm it. The finding indicates that there is noth-

ing intrinsic in arithmetic ur mathematics that makes it more appealing

or enjoyable to one sex than the t.ther. This is a hopeful sign as other

findings, tc be discussed later, show that, nevertheless, when mathe-

matics becomes optional (in high school and college) far fewer women

take it. We would conjecture that men take more mathematics not for the

superficial reason that they like mathematics more than women but be-

cause. whether they like it ur net. they ore aware that such courses are

necessar:, prerequisites to the kinds of future occupations, in medicine,

technology or science, they envision for themselves. If this conjecture

is tree. then we expect that an upgrading of the counseling program in

high schools. designed to make women aware of the full range of career

opportunities and of the courses they must take in high school in order

to keep all their options open. could have a very significant effect.

I
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MarthliSmith. a mathematician at the University of Texas has writ-

ten us:

I once heard a sociological theory to the effect that the
crucial factor in whether a young woman became an "academic
achiever" was her father's attitude towards her--the attitude
most conducive to prodacing an academic achiever being one which
showed approval both of his daughter's "f,minine" pursuits and
of her intellectual ones. Reflection on my own situation and
that of friends who are women and mathematicians doesn't cause
me to doubt this theory--e.g., my father seemed equally pleased
when I baked an apple pie, accomplished some academic achieve-
ment, or helped him saw wood.

Other women mathematicians ha.? also referred, in correspondence

with us, to the positive influence of their fathers on their intellec-

tual development. Further Ravenna Nelson [8), in a study of highly

creative women mathematicians, found that most (2/3) had professional

men as fathers and that interviewers judged that they had identified

primarily with their fathers.

Of course it is hardly a new psychological insight that our parents

have a tremendous influence on our personality development. Yet we feel

still mare must be done to make parents aware of the great danger of im-

posing, cou..ciously or unconsciously, sexist roles on their children and

the importance of offering their children encouragement and support to

aspire to whatever they truly want to be.

fl third question in our school questionnaire attempted to examine

peer group attitudes by asking the students who they thought did better

(boys or girls) in various subjects. In the elementary grades there

were very substantial differences between the responses of the boys and

the girls. Due undoubtedly to a kind of sexual competition fostered in

the lower grades, the boys felt that boys do betterin all subjects and

the girls felt that girls do bettcrin all subjects. However by high

school these sharp differences, while still statistically significant,

become muted and there emerges an overall peer group attitude concern-

ing competence in various subjects. If we take the top four grades, 9

thru 12, together (sample size 506) we get the following table. The
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Pt in the table means that A. 3: of the sample (boys and girls to-

gether) feel that boys du better than girls in mathematics.

Social
Math English Science Studies

Boys do better 30% 14. hi% .'1%

Girls do better 16Y ,2% r; % 15%

no difference ,-,1, 44% 4131 644'

We have recently found out that the Stanford Center for Research

and Development in Teaching. about the same time we did ti.s study in

southern .7aliforniu. distributed a questionnaire to 1666 high school

students in the San Francisco area (cf. [4)). Many of the questions

applied to each of the four specific fields of study, mathematics.

Xnglish. social studies and business/vocational courses. While the

primary airs was to discover the roots of student failure, some inter-

esting sex differences relating to student attitudes towards mathe-

matics was uncovered. We quote from an expository article on this

study by the sociologist Sanford Dorninisch (4).

One of our questions had asked the student: when you get

fort.inately reinforced by those of the teacher. Hence the topic of our

next section.

a poor grade, which reason do you think usually causes the poor
grade? There were four alternative answers: I had had luck.
I didn't work hard enough, the teacher didn't like me. and I'm
not good at this subject. Most students gave lack of effort as
the reason for receiving a poor grade in every subject. However
when it came to math, 26 percent of the females gave lack of
ability as the basis for a poor grade as compared to 15 percent
of the males. Female students in every ethnic group in San
Francisco were more than three times as likely to give, "I'm
not good in math" as the basis for a poor grade as "I'm good
in math" as the basis for a good grade. In the suburbs, the
pattern was similar but the ratio was two-to-one. This pattern
was found in no other subject for females and in no subject for
males.

These attitudinal patterns (both self-image and peer group) are un-
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2. TEACHER ATTITUDES

We next asked two questions of a small sample of elementary and

high school teachers (Z4 women and 3 men). For these teachers at least,

mathematics was liked better than the other subjects. 44% of the

teachers listed it as their favorite subject to teach (from a list of

four, mathematics, science, English and social studies) while another

third of ahem listed it as their second most liked subject. Neverthe-

less their responses to a second question indicated attitudes (concern-

ing sex differences in aptitude and performance with respect to particu-

lar subjects) very similar to that obtained for the peer group. 41% of

the respondents felt boys did better in science while only one felt girls

did better in science. Almost two-thirds (63 ) of the respondents felt

girls did better in English, while no one felt boys did better. Finally

411 felt boys did better in mathematics while no one felt girls did bet-

ter.

Given this prevalent attitude (that boys do better in mathematics)

among a substantial portion of both peers and teachers, perhaps we should

digress here to examine the evidence concerning this question. We tested

for sex differences in performance (i.e., class grades) in a number of

large elementary mathematics courses at UCSB and in no case did we find

any statistically significant sex differences. However there have been

other studies (many quite old) that do indicate that boys do better in

mathematics (cf. (5), (9), (17)). For example in 1942 there was a study

involving a sample of ;0,000 students from some 300 schools, where the

authors concluded: "Girls have maintained a consistent and, on the

whole, significant superiority over boys in the subject tests, save in

arithmetic, where small, insignificant gains favor the boys" (22j. On

the other hand another more recent study (23) of students in the third

and sixth grades contradicts this finding and indicates that girls are

in fact better at arithmetic. The Carnegie Commission in a very recent

study (131. pp. 50-51) found that women tend to get better grades in

collegein all fields.
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In cases where male performance is found to be superior. we may be

observing the so-called "Pygmalion effect" in education. according to

which the student performs. to some (measurable) extent. in response to

the expectations of the teacher. In our small survey for example. al-

most half the teachers expect their mile student.; to do better in mathe-

matics, while none of them expect the female students to do better.

Psychologists (.14j. (-11 for example) have measured some sex dif-

ferences in intellectual functioning, such as space perception. which

might be related to aptitude in mathematics. These differences, how-

ever, are subtle. being far smaller than differences among individuals

of either sex. These minor differences (which may themselves be cul-

tural', induced and thus modifiable) might explain some small difference

in tne percentage of women mathematicians. However we have found n'th-

ing in these psychological studies which helps us to explain the enor-

mous sex differences actually found in the mathematics profession.

There is a mathematics course at UCSB designed specifically for

future school teachers. vie distributed special questionnaires to such a

class consisting of 11 men and 6 women. We were discouraged to find

that ,:6t of these future teachers indicated they are indifferent to-

wards mathematic.. while another 141 stated they actually dislike or

hate it. Thus 4...1 of these prospective teachers are likely to trans-

mit something eos than a positive attitude towards mathematics to their

students.

We distributed a similar questionnaire to a number of the large

lower division undergraduate courses asking the students to indicate

their attitude towards mathematics by marking one of the five possibil-

ities (love its like it, indifferent to it. dislike it, hate it). We

found no statistical', significant sex differences in the responses,

which tends to confirm. at the college level, the result we obtained

for the elementary and high school level: there appears to be no signif-

icant sex differences with respect to the liking of mathematics. We

also asked the students to indicate what, they felt were the major

influences determining their attitude. Among those indicating an
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extreme attitude (either loving it or hating it) one of the most

mentioned factors wa: a particular teacher they had had in their prior

schooling. It is largely for this reason that we were so distressed to

find that ',01 of the mathematics class for future teachers indicated

either a negative or indifferent attitude towards mathematics.

These findings indicate to us that certain adjustments should be

zonsidered. both in the training of school teachers and in their employ-

ment in the classroom. We need instructors who are competent in mathe-

matics. who love the subject, who enjoy teaching it and who will not

project sexist expectations on the students. Our small sample of 75

prospective teachers indicates that about one out of seven either dis-

like or hate mathematics. This rakes it quite likely that an elementary

school child will at some point be infllenced-in a detrimental way by

one of his or her teachers. We feel the child should be protected from

this possibility. Perhaps those teachers who feel uncomfortable with

certain mathematics subject matter and do not enjoy teaching it, should

be able to enlist the aid of eager and competent specialists, much as

music teachers are currently used. Ouch specialists would be carefully

trained and highly sensitive to the prevailing sexist attitudes concern-

ing mathematics. In particular they would encourage girls to enjoy and

to excel in mathematics. If most of these mathematical specialists

were women we would have the added advantage that the female students

would be presented with a positive role model.
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3. THE INADEQUATE MATHEMATICAL TRAINING OF WOMEN IN HIGH SCHOOL

In a perceptive article (19) entitled "Women in Science: why so

few:" Alice Rossi has described the many social and psychological

influences which restrict women's choice of careers in science. In

this section we shall describe another factor which restricts women's

choices which, with some effort. may be more quickly corrected than the

deer rooted causes of which Alice Rossi speaks. Whether through inade-

quate or even misleading counseling. or by personal choice, women simply

are not taking enough of the optional mathematics courses offered in

high school to prepare them to enter college programs in science,

engineering or other "hard" disciplines. Without unusual and early

efforts to make up this deficiency in their first year of college, all

of these career options become effectively closed.

The sociologist Lucy :,ells (cf. (201) shared with us a fact sheet

(dated December 1,. 19"3) which she developed on women in higher educa-

tion at Berkeley and we quote here two of her points.

1. In a systematic random sample of freshmen admitted
at Berkeley in Fall. 1972. 571 of the boys had taken four
full years of mathematics. including the trigonometry-solid
geometry sequence, compared with 8% of the girls. The four
year mathematics sequence is required for admission to Mathe-
matics 1A. which in turn is required for majoring in every
field at the University except the traditionally female, and
hence lower paying, fields of humanities, social sciences,
librarianship, social welfare. and education.

2. Among students earning the Bachelor's degree in the
"A largest letters and science departments. there is a strong
and statistically significant relationship between having a
one-year college mathematics requirement in the curriculum.
and having less than one third of the degrees in the depart-
ment earned by women.

This second result clearly underlines the tragic consequences of

the incredible sex difference uncovered in the first finding. It is

for this reason that Lucy :ells refers to mathematics as a "critical

filter" in cutting down the percentage of women in many fields other

than mathematics. Thus substantial changes in student and teacher
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attitdes towards girls taking mathematics, and particularly changes in

the academic counseling procedures at the high school level. are likely

ts, have a significant affect on the percentage of women majoring in

disciplines which use mathematics as well as in mathematics itself.

We found the result (1 above) of Lucy Sells' concerning the inade-

llsate mathematical training of entering freshwomen at Berkeley so re-

markable that we decided to repeat the experiment at LCSB. We took a

random sample of the files of freshmen and freshwomen (A of each) who

had been admitted to ,,,COB in the fall of 1973. Perhaps because this was

done a year later (the situation is in great flux) and because UCSB is a

rather different campus than Berkeley, we obtained somewhat different

results. The percentage of entering men with four years of high school

mathematics was considerably smaller (361) while the percentage of

entering women with four years of high school mathematics was somewhat

larger (161). Nevertheless the sex difference is still enormous (and

statistically significant) and thus confirms Lucy Sells' findings at

Berkeley. (We conjecture that this situation prevails at most colleges

throughout the country.) other voluntary (and hence non-random) samples

taken at 7CSB also showed a significant sex difference in high school

mathematical training.

We mention that the relevance of mathematics tomany career options

outside sf mathematics has also been observed by the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education in its recent report [3] on opportunities for women

in higher education. They state (in referring to women on page 64 of

the report): "Not only have they preferred fields that lead to tradition-

ally female professions, but they also tended to avoid fields requiring

extensive application of mathematical reasoning." We concur completely

with the following Carnegie Commission's recommendation:

Recommendation 7 (page 79 of (31): Because of the evidence
that many women enter college with inadequate mathematical train-
ing. special provision should be made to ensure that women desir-
ing to major in fields calling for extensive use of mathematics
are encouraged to make up this deficiency in order to enter the
fields of their choice.

This brings us to the next stage of our investigation, sex differ-

ences in mathematical education after high school.



4. SEX DIFFERENCES IN MATHEMATICAL TRAINING AT THE UNIVER31:`, LEVEL

We begin by looking for sex difierences in the elementary calculus

sequence beginning in the fall of 13-1 and extending to the winter

quarter of lg-3. at lCZB. Math 34A3 is the short (two quarter) course

while Math 3ABC, 4AB, is the long (five quarter) course. (This lung

coarse branches in the second year. The figures for 4A include two

other parallel sections, :A and 4AN. The figures for 4B include 'B.)

We first note that the enrollment of women in these basic courses

is disproportionately low. Wumen comprised only about a third of the

class even though women were in the majority in the freshperson class

of ig 1. This undoubtedly is one of the inevitable corollaries of the

deficient mathematical training women receive in high school, which we

described in the pre-Aous section. Nevertheless we feel that improved

counseling and other remedial aids at the college level can signifi-

cantly improve these enrollment figures.

Enrollment, Fall 1971

Freshpeople

Class Math 34A Math 3A

Male 1001 (451) 133 (631) 328 (641)

Female 1228 (55 ?) 78 (371 ) 1814 (361)

We found no statistically significant sex differences in the grades

achieved in the various courses. The Carnegie Commission ([31, pp. 50-51)

has found that women tend to get better grades in collegein ,l1 fields.

:,evertheless in every one of the five places (one in the short sequence,

fiur in the long sequence) where a student has an opportunity to drop,

the attrition rate was greater for women than men. The attrition rates

for 34A a 343, 3C -4 4A and 4A -4 43 were particularly large. with the

women's attrition rate almust double that of men. This is particularly

disconcerting as the original enrollment of women was already dispro-

portionately low. These rather large attrition rates are difficult to

interpret as various majors require only certain portions of the complete
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seque 2e. raring the last year both instructors and teaching assistants

have corking greater efforts at encouragement, early detection of

academic difficulty, and tutorial help, in order to decrease these

attrition rates for both sexes. We believe that the many progressive

innovations being introduced by UCSB in these calculus sequences will

alter these dropout patterns radically. Further we remark that large

section, 3A and 3B are now being taught by a female instructor and

we re carious as to whether this fact alone will modify the sex dif-

ferences in attrition rates observed in this study.

Attrition Rates for Calculus Sequences, beginning Fall 1971

Course Male Female All

34A .4 3fB 131 58% x:23

3A -) 3. 33.5% 37.51 35%

35 4 3C 26% 35 / 291

3c -4 4A 30% 511 36

4A -) 4B 22% 411 27

3A -4 3C 511 59% 54%

3A -4 4A 66 % 801 711

3A a 4B 731 881 79/

The above table)is read as follows: )Q% of those enrolled in 34A

did not enroll in 34B. 33f of the men dropped out after 34A and 58%

of the women dropped out after 34A. We did. not actually follow each

indivilual student through the sequence and hence the figures are sub-

ject + :_nsideruble error due to students transferring to other schools,

and other students joining the sequence at a later stage. For this

particular sequence, beginning in the fall of the year, we feel these

possible errors cannot possibly account for the large attrition rates

indica'ed here. Indeed if one corrected by eliminating students join-

ing the sequence at a later stage, the attrition rates would be even

worse than reported here.
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The enrollment of women in the honors calculus section (which be-

gins with the second quarters is considerably lower than in the regular

sections. While women comprise about : of the second quarter calculus

enroIlment, they comprise (as an average over the last four years) only

about XI of the honors section enrollment. The author taught this

honors section in the winter of 1771 and there were nine men and no women

enrolled. The following year the author was again scheduled to teach the

honors calculus. This time he visited all the regular sections, described

the nature of the honors sectio_ and specifically encouraged women to en-

roll. In the winter of 19-2 t enrollment was again nine students, but

this time there were six men - three women. We strongly recommend that

every mathematics department look into their honors sequence and deter-

mine the percentage of female participation. We recently received a

letter from Professor Joan Birman telling us of her similar experiences

in the honors sequence at Barnard-Columbia (in alphabetical order).

I learned last year. to my astonishment, that for about
four years running the honors calculus course had been all
male. in spite of the fact that admission was based on an
open competitive examination. This fall, one of the senior
mathematics majors and myself made an intensive effort to
encourage women to try the exam! The typical answer was. "I
know I won't pass it which we replied over and over.
"Well, if you try it, at worst you will confirm what you al-
ready know. and only an hour of time will have been lost."
After three days of such advising, the big day came, the
exam was given, and this year the class has five men and five
women!

These experiences indicate that we can anticipate considerable

change in the enrollment of women in mathematics courses, if only a

greater effort is made to encourage them to do so. A tiny survey was

conducted, at Stanford. of women majoring in natural sciences, mathe-

matics and engineering [cf. (4;). This highly biased sample reported

less encouragement to study mathematics than did any group of Stanford

males, even those majoring in history and the humanities.

We next examine the attrition of mathematics majors. The Carnegie

Commission [3) had made the following observation:
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When we,consider the fields in which students major in
college, we shall find'that almost as large a percentage of
women as of men receive bachelor's degrees in mathematical
science, although women are considerably less well represented
than men among recipients of degrees in fields calling for the
use of mathematics as a tool, such as the natural sciences,
engineering and economics.

The statistics on mathematics majors at ..,CSB do not seem to follow

this national pattern. We have followed the cls of 72 and the class

of ;3 and found that women got less than half as many degrees in mathe-

matics as men. Here again we find rather heavy attrition. For example,

when the class of ,2 began in the fall of 68, about the same percentage

of men and women indicated their desire to major in mathematics. (70

women and 63 men indicated their intention to major in mathematics. This

represents 4.14 of the women in the class and 4.51 of the men.) These

percentages continually decline in the following years, the attrition

being higher for women than for men. Finally at graduation time there

were only O women mathematics majors (1.8% of the women graduates) and

8 men mathematics majors (3.11 of the men graduates). For the class

of -3 the pattern is the same. Only 16 women (1.5% of the women grad-

uates) and 45 men (.8 1 of the men graduates) received bachelor's

degrees in mathematics. of course the attrition figures may be partially

.z..uscd by students transferring to other campuses of the UC system as

well as the enormous influx of community college students at the begin -

ning of the junior year. some of whom may be ill prepared to then begin

a mathematics major at 1.7CSB.

We also note that the attrition rates campus wide have been greater

for women than for men. when the class of :2 entered UCSB in 19$8, it

consisted of 53.1+1 women. By the time this class was graduated in 1972,

it consisted of only 411 women. similarly the class of :3 started with

,3.3 1 women and ended with only 43.6% women. (Again these figures may

be strongly affected by transfers in and out of the university.)

We conclude that it is very much in the university's own interest

to invest in subsidiLed child care centers, better academic and career

counseling, and more flexible degree programs (among other things being
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rec -.mended ty various women'. groups a:.d the Carnegie Foundation lit)

:o try to decrease this sizable attrition among women.

In going from the bachelors degree into a graduate program we once

again find that attrition takes a higher toll for women than for men.

this point we may marvel that there are as many women mathematicians-

as there are!) For example Lucy sells I.A.); has found that "there is a

statistically significant drop in the proportion of women earning the

bachelors degree in the physical sciences at Berkeley (26f) and the

proportion of women applying to graduate school in the physical sciences

(11% )." In the fall of 1972. 1' 1 of the applicants to the graduate

program in mathematics at ITSB were women, while in 19,3 it was 16/.

Averaged over these two admission periods, the acceptance rate was i8'

for the men and 881 for the women. During the academic years covering

19'1 to 19'4. women represented 1Z of the MA enrollment and 13% of

the doctoral enrollment, giving an overall average of 16% in the grad-

uate program. Durin,_ :his same period 3, 11(8 out of d3) of the masters

degrees granted in mathematics went to women while 1:/ (3 out of 18) of

the Fh.D's went to women. During this same period, women were recip-

ients of none of the 15 fellowships awarded. In the fall of 19;3 women

represented 11.5 / (3 out of X,) of the teaching assistants and teaching

associates in mathematics.

We feel an effort can and should be made to increase the proportion

of women in both the undergraduate and graduate mathematics probrsm. For

example, women students at MIT compiled an excellent booklet 11 about

the school's opportunities for women and mailed it to 10,000 female high

school juniors. This resulted in 1.400 inquiries from women about admis-

sion to MIT. nearly four times as many as the year before. The engineer-

ing department at Berkeley has also used a special recruiting program.

with some success. We recommend that affirmative action funds be used

for a similar project on this campus. covering mathematics, science and

engineering. As we increase the proportion of women in these areas, our

campus could become known as one which has made a particular effort to

create a supportive and encouraging learning environment for women in

mathematics and the "hard sciences," If such an effort is successful.
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the mathematics. sole:we and engineering programs will greatly benefit

by the increased enrollments of well motivated students.

In this regard. the dearth of women faculty in mathematics, physics,

chemistry and engineering can only have an inhibiting affect on female

enrollments in these subjects. The mathematician Martha K. Cmith has

written us concerning this matter:

Role models play an often neglected but, to my mind, im-
portant role in education. If a young girl never encounters
a women in mathematics. it is quite reasonable that she should
conclude that mathematics isn't something women do (whether
for lack of ability or lack of opportunity). Perhaps more
likely, she may not even think of the possibility of a woman
mathematician.

I know I felt a certain amount of relief whenp the sum-
mer after my first year in graduate school, I met a woman
mathematician for the first time. There was living evidence
that what I wanted to do was not impossible.

To reverse these stereotypes won't be easy, but I think
its possible. An effort should be made to get all the
trained women mathematicians possible into positions where
they will have an impact on both male and female students and
colleagues. Women need to see examples of practicing mathe-
maticians; men need to become accustomed to accepting a woman
as an honest-to-goodness colleague rather than a curiosity.

In regard to role models, we recommend that books like [101 and

f141 be available in every mathematics reading room, both undergraduate

and graduate.
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We have been most fortunate that a large number of women mathema-

ticians have corresponded and shared with us their experiences, attitudes

and insights. They have enabled us to go beyond statistical averages to

sec the complexity and variability of human personality and creativity.

Bomen. Just like men. have various reasons for being attracted to mathe-

matics. few of them having anything to do with their sex. They also hold

diverse opinions regarding the various matters considered in this report.

Their suggestions have done much to shape our study. Their ideas per-

meate this report. We therefore wish to express our deep appreciation

to the following women mathematicians who have consulted with us: Joan

airman. Judy Bruckner, Mary Gray, Susan Gerstein. Mary Elizabeth

gamstrom, Eleanor G. Jones, Nancy Kopell, Tilla Milnor, Cathleen

Morawitz, Alice Schafer, Marianne Smith, Martha K. Smith, Ann Stchney,

Diane Stuebing, Olga Tausky Todd, Karen Uhlenbeck.

Just over half of our respondents indicated they had experienced

some form of discrimination in their professional lives. Essentially

all of them indicated they had experienced sexist attitudes of some form.

Professor Martha Smith (whom we have already quoted) has put forth

the idea that many women are dissuaded from a mathematical career by

societal stereotypes:

Many people on hearing the words "female mathematician"
con,lure up an Image of a Six-foot, grey-haired, tweed suited
oxford clad woman... This image, of course, doesn't attract
the young woman who is continually being bombarded with mes-
sages, direct and indirect, to be beautiful. "feminine" and
to catch a man.

We have found the notion that women who excel in mathematics are

less feminine to be atter nonsense. Fur ext.mple in Ravenna Helson's

study '9I of creative women mathematicians, her findings did not "show

the creative woman to be more masculine, if one means by this that they

might have been expected to score higher on measures of masculinity-
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femininity. or dominance. assertiveness, or analytical ability." In

another (older' study Z11: involving undergraduate students at UCLA

:amtert found that wnosig women students "mathematics majors were

not only equal to non-mathematics majors in femininity. but significantly

more feminine." This finding was sufficiently surprising that Lambert

took a second sample. which confirmed the result.

Toan Birman, a professor at ColuMbie University was influenced

earlier in her life by this "unfeminine" stereotype. "Why didn't I

study mathematics at age 21: I felt it was not a 'feminine' thing to

do. I'm afraid that it seems to me that this is a continuing problem

for many young women." As we have just noted, studies indicate that, if

anything. women mathematicians tend to be more feminine than the average.

'e thus feel it is time for society to completely do away with the

ridiculous prejudice that it female mathematician is somehow less of a
woman because of her intellectual pursuits.

Professor Joan Birman goes on to discuss other misunderstandings

and problems of women considering mathematics as a career.

The female students I know also seem to often misunder-
stand the nature of mathematics. It appeals to them (I think)
because they are systematic. neat, logical and orderly. They
do not seem to appreciate the creative, imaginative, esthetic
aspect of mathematics, and indeed are often bewildered by it
when they first encounter it in advanced courses. I hope this
is something which As changing, as more young women become
aware of themselves as questioning, growing, thinking people.

Conformity is really deadly for mathematics, because it is not
possible to learn the subject unless you are constantly ques-
tioning whether you understand it. To become a mathematician
it is also necessary to a) have a good deal of tolerance for
frustration, b) to not be distressed by the distrust or fear
other people have of those who are "smart" and c) to not be
afraid to be wrong or make mistakes--all of these seem to be
problems for women.

In respect to employment discrimination, we feel the mathematical

profession is going through some very healthy changes. The nespotism

rules, invariably discriminatory against the wife, are rapidly falling

away. Under the watchful eye of the Department of Health, Education and



Welfare. academic and industrial institutions are adopting widespread

procedures to ensure that hiring patterns are free of sex bias. We

strongly support such affirmative action to ensure that all potential

female candidates are considered. Zuch increased recruitment efforts

can only enlarge the list of qualified candidates and thus result in

the raising of standards. To immediately dispose of a red herring, let

us state emphatically that none of us believe a less qualified mathema-

tician should be hired, just because she is female.

Uhile supporting affirmative action we are concerned that most

efforts see= to concentrate exclusively at the employment level. We

would be most distressed if universities, in fear of losing federal

funding, develop programs only in response to HEW threats and emphasize

those paper-work procedures designed to protect them in car. 4f HEW

audits. We belicv' our study has established the great need for affir-

mative action at the academic levelfrom elementary school through

ccllege. It doesn't help much to carefully distribute the few drops

from the end of a pipe-line when the real problem is that the pipe is

stopped up at a much earlier point. If university administrators are

sincere in their desire to open up opportunities for women (and we be-

lieve they arc' then they must put far more resources into academic

affirmative LA:on. even if this is not where the federal government is

puttilg on the pressure. There is no dearth of suggestions in this re-

gard. from infc,rmation and recruiting efforts at the high school level,

subsidized child care centers, improved career counseling, more flexible

requirements including external degree programs and part time study, to

mention just a few. There are many such recommendations throughout this

report.

We are pleased to observe that, the "women's movement" is alive and

well in the mathematics profession and is continuing to have a very

beneficial effect (cf. ;2) and (7) for example). More women are appear-

ing as invited speakers at professional meetings. They are being

nominated and elected to important positions in the professional societies.

'cientific meetings often have special sessions concerned with women in



mathematics. The American rLthematical society has recently compiled a

directory of women mathematicians There is an active organization

o'ncerned with women's right,: The Association for Women in Mathematics

(add,- s: Department or Mathematics. The American 5niversity, Washington

D. _o)16). Professor Alice :chafer. one of our correspondents. is the

president. They issue a reg-lar and lively newsletter, edited by Mary

,ry. This association also runs an employment information service

whict helps women become aware of job opportunities as they develop. We

would recommend this organization to any mathematician (male or female)

who is wncerned with the issues raised in this report.
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o. CO::-LUSION

..e have tried to discuss our results and.make sorx tentative con-

clusions and recommendations each of the appropriate sections. The

findings of all sections tend to support one basic recommendation of

the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education (pp. of fil).

Recommendation 1: The first priority in the nation's
commitment to equal educational opportunity for women should
be placed on changing policies in pre-elementary. elementary
and secondary school programs that tend to deter women from
aspiring to equality with =en in their career goals. This
will require vigorous pursuit of appropriate policies by
state and local boards of education and implementation by
school administrators, teachers and counselors.

For example. high school counselors and teachers should
encourage women who aspire to professional careers to choose

appropriate educational programs. They should also encourage

them to pursue mathematical studies throughout high school.
because of the increasing importance of mathematics as a back-
ground. not only in engineering and the natural sciences, but
also in other fields, such as the social sciences and business
administration.

The Carnegie Commission goes on to recommend improved career coun-

seling at the university as well.

Recom=endation 5: Not only should colleges and univer-
sities take immediate strps to strengthen occupational coun-
seling programs generally in this era of a changing job market
for college graduates. but they should also take special steps

to strengthen career .nseling programs for women. Counselors
should be trained to discard outmoded concepts of male and
female careers and to encourage women in their abilities and
aspirations.

The topic w' have takon up is vast and has many ramifications. .-ur

investicatlon :h. aid to lo-ked upon as a pilot :-.t.v1;. W h pe that, this

prelimina. data will .:west many intreJtin, pro.feets t-, educators.

sociologist.: and michol-giots. ;,:e nee .gai-e that we are trying

t.:* measure rme.tdng 'hat is in great theme, rr recommend that



eler slathers:1U"; detartmcnt begin to keep annual records of sex differ-
ences in enrollment rates. a..trition rates, degrees granted and graduate
admissions and ,upport. Thi. will help alert the department to areas
which need attention an well L to indicatc if new policies are having
the desired effect. It will be m.zt interesting to observe how these
patterns change as our schoc.. and society move away from sexual stereo-
types and bias.

We have. f,e- reason time. necessarily ignored many fascinating
and important .p.estiot.s. W. t.alt, par;osely tried not to discuss aspects
of and worsen'. tights that do nut relate specifically to mathema-
ties. Neverheleas iny t'.;e (suet: as the to,. children play
the 1.--ctes they play. .ex rol : ir. r and television etc.) clearly
.10 r.ave their affect n ferzal_ a'ti.tud,, towards mathematics. For an
ext. essa e. It. n.,re general concerns we refer the reader
to hy .arc Fr er and Myra .tadker entitled sexism in

and

We wo..ild also t.1-0 t.en inerested in making a study of sexists in
matt-es:a' ice tio vast r .rity of which are *written by men. We

hsp, 'hat soreone or so:re ttx, up this study and share their
findings. with Jr,. W* to learn concerning the -..ay mathematics
is presented. tth in texts and in lect,ares and the extent to which
wes.en respend (t n.e.:rivol/ to it. (.1'. for example, the
research. stud. I .,n f, renees in mathematics problem appeal as

rtIlICPAO: of problem context.l

We wtt.ld ljse. onclode with a short discussion of certain moral
whieth hat, b,.cr, l,,irw beneath the surface of this study. These

concerts war' touched on in in .pen and lively interdisciplinary dis-
cussion. led by the so.: 1_ I 'gist I .te :;,111.-.. in the mathematics colloquium
zeri.,:- in the fall of l') . The ity.st ion is this Have we !rade an im-
plicit assumption that ir ;'rh f a demrec program in general, and
a mathematic:: pr.ogram in p.rticular, is necessarily bad. (liven the
extremely depres..ed depre-sing) employment prospects for young
math...mar (hoth mon u,d warten) perhaps those who drop out, or don't



even begin the trlining prJce.,z. are in fact making the correct choice.

not only in terms of economic -consequences. but also in terms of ful-

filling their human potential. Uince some male mathematicians were

somewhat misundcrstood when they intrAueed this question int, the dis-

cussion, we'd like to quote a woman mathematician, Nancy Kop311 r,f

Northeastern ,niversity, who has cartfull., articulated this fundamental

issue in a letter to us.

I don't think the main problem facing potential women mathe-
maticians is that of having so few women already in the field.
In fact. although I fully support the women's movement. I don't

think it's necessarily desirable to forcefeed mathematics with

women. Before you jump on me for being sexist or elitist. I'll
try to explain that this reaction comes from feelings about
mathematics rather than about women.

There is an agreement among many mathematicians today that
there is a kind of crisis in motivation: why be a mathematician?

I see this confusion and the search for answers at every level
of the profession. It shows up in debates on what to teach under-

graduates; it shows up in the numbers of mathematics proper in
order to oe "relevant." There is a widespread feeling of aliena-

tion.

I have my own personal-and tentative-answers to these
questions. but that is too long a story for here. The point is,

I would not pr.'smme to encourage anyone-man or woman-to
blindly enter mathematics without facing these issues. However

neither would I discourage anyone, especially women. It was

apparent that the entry of large numbers of blacks into fields
previously closed to them has resulted in enormous cultural
change and growth. Perhaps the entry of many women into fields
previously "male" gill have the same enriching effect. (It is

a fantasy of mine that if mathematics had many more women
practitioners it would be different. e.g.. less authoritarian
and formal. Mathematics is cultural, and the product depends
on the people who construct it; the people who have formed it
in the past have mainly been male.)

We do not claim that the goal is the elimination of all measurable

sex differences in ail human pursuits. We all have different, opinions

on the extent to which that would be desirable. But we are all agreed

that the man, sex differences in mathematical training and attitudes

described it. this report are not the result of free and informed choice.
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If they were then the low enrollments and high attrition rates fur women

in mathematics would be a matter of less concern. The immorality of

these sex differences lie:, precisely in the fact that they are the re-

sult ,f many subtle (and not so subtle) forces. restrictions. stereotypes,

sex roles. parental-peer group-teacher attitude:, and other cultural and

psychological constraints which we haven't begun to fully understand.

Before we can hope that each individual child and young adult will make

these choices freely and wisely we must work towards a society generally

(and an academic program specifically) which ensures that the freedom of

spportanity to become whatever that individual is truly capable of be-

coming, is not compromised by such a chance event as the child's sex at

birth. We believe that each of us, male or female, who have children or

anticipate having children, would desire such a society for them. And

thr,se of us who are mathematicians and whose lives have been so greatly

enriched as a result would wish that this opportunity be available, re-

gardless of sex, t3 anyone who finds they have the aptitude, interest

and creative and intellectual ability to do it.

Albert Einstein. on the occasion of the death of the mathematician

Emory t:oether in 193',. wrote the following lines in a letter to the New

York Times (cf. p. 208 of (18]).

Beneath the effort directed toward the accumulation of
worldly goods lie all too frequently the illusion that this is
the most substantial and desirable end to be achieved; but
there is. fortunately, a minority composed of those who recog-
nize early in their lives that the most beautiful and satisfy-
ing experiences open to human kind are not derived from the
outside but are bound up with the individual's own feeling,
thinking and acting... . However inconspicuously the lives of
these individuals run their course, nonetheless, the fruits of
their endeavors are the most valuable contributions which one
generation can make to its successors.

We believe that we must continue the effort to bring about a

sexually unbiased social and intellectual environment where many other

Emmy Noether's will be able to flourish and grow. We will all be the

beneficiaries of their creative endeavors.
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